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Every Saturday, my mother pressed hair She did it in our kitchen, and had done so for as long as I could 

remember.  

It would all get laid out early.  

The little paraffin heaters, open at the top so the flame could heat the iron combs,  

heaters which smoked at the slightest provocation. The smoke would some-times leave a  

pungent smell in the house, and on our clothes, causing the white kids to taunt us in  

the playground. The iron combs, with their heavy wooden handles would get laid out, with  

the elegant curling tongs. The jars of grease, sweet smelling and glamorous ones from  

America. Tar coloured ones that Granny had made, and which she sore would help the most  

picky-headed customer grow a full head of hair. The vaseline, used on the bigger children  

come to get elaborate sausage curls for a wedding or a christening.  

Boxes would be carefully laid out on the mantlepiece. Clips. Wavy hair grips, with  

tough plastic ends (they jabbed your tongue if you put them in your mouth)~Elastic and  

other hair bands.  Sausage-shaped bundles, to stuff french rolls at the back of the head.  

Towels. Plastic caps. The big, rickety hairdryer, which Aunty Dis had sent from Canada. It  

was like the one in the hairdressers’ shops - you pulled it down around your head, and  

when it was switched on, it made so much noise in your ears that you had to talk loud to  

hear yourself.  



By the late morning, the bell would start ringing. Women would come. Mothers, sisters  

aunties, cousins, nieces, daughters, friends, workmates. Some staggering under the burden of  

shopping bags crammed with yams, green bananas,s0eet potatoes, saltfish cowheels, pig-  

tails, and all the magic things that appeared on countless tables day after day. Hunted  

for high and low so that families would have with every mouthful, a reminder of Home.  

Women every size and shape. Women every shade and complexion, from navy to beige.  

The visitors would spill into two downstairs rooms. Aunty Tante would help  

Mum, and so would Miss Eucil, and the air would quickly fill with what to me was  

a pleasant mingling of perfume, hair” oil, shampoo, and the warm, mother-smell of clean  

and slightly sweating bodies. Girdles would, after a while, be cast off, with earthy  

apologies, because they’d be sitting for quite a long time. Shoes would be kicked  

away from cramped feet that had paced bus platforms, hospital wards, factory floors,  

underground stations, all day every day for years, and would do for years to come.  

Stockings would be rolled down, and tucked around dimpled knees. Voices, rising and  

falling in the sing-song notes of the different Islands, and sometimes from one of the  

countries in the Motherland, would coo over the faded pictures of doe- eyed, brown skinned  

 -  

and ‘red’ skinned models, frozen by the camera. Taken from pages of magazines from America  

None of these picture-women (as I thought of the models) with their ‘good’ hair, and  

thinnish, slightly pointed noses, looked like any of the women sitting in our house, on  

       

those Saturdays. The picture-women didn’t have the same jutting cheek-bones, generous  

mouths, warm and deep skin tones. They definitely didn’t have the big bosoms and back-  

sides of the women we knew. They were in fact, faded imitations, echoes of the women we  

knew, the women who came to the house on those Saturdays. But all the real women -and  

me too, small as I was - would stare in almost painful concentration, fascinated by  

these pictures, learning them by heart, whilst my mother, and Aunty Tante, and Miss Eucil  

would struggle to transform the heads brought to them like sacrificial offerings,  

into icons similar to the pictures. To tame the untamed growths, of varying thickness,  



and softness, and hardness, that betrayed all of us as having foremothers from somewhere  

outside the western hemisphere.  

 

To me, it was magic. All of it.  

The big-woman talk, that myself and any other children present could only listen to  

when our mothers forgot to send us outside. We would listen, half-understanding.  

Who had got born. Who had died. Who had gone Home. Who had just come up from Home. Who  

had managed to buy a House. Who had taken a man that wasn’t theirs, or lost a man  

that was. The strange and trying ways of the people we’d come to settle amongst, and  

who were our bosses, supervisors, foremen, landlords, who served us in the shops or who  

worked side by side with us. What Independence (of countries, not people) would mean  

Whether Our People would ever get anywhere •...  

I really really wanted the time to come quick when I would be big enough to be sitting  

right there, in one of the awkward plastic chairs with the spindly legs. Head tipped  

forward, waiting for the ssss of the hot metal of the comb on damp hair, and the  

clack-clack near my ears of the tongs, effecting that transformation. Re-creating me  

turning me into a black princess, with a shining, straightened crown. I wanted to be  

right in the middle of them, talking big-women’s talk.  

Secrets.  

Not to be sent out of the room at intervals with a “Eh-eh! You mean to say this child so fast, she feel she  

have to put sheself in big people’s business?” When things were deemed to be too hot  

for my ears.  

It was on these Saturday gatherings at our house, under the capable attentions of my  

mother, and Miss Eucil, and Aunty Tante, that I saw a special magic.  

 

And the women who  each weekday were just bodies, arms and legs, there to nurture, work like 

machines, struggle in the harness of family life, flung all that off and emerged. Buoyant.  

Confident. Tender. Raucous.  

Granny B would come down, with my sister Vivvy (who everybody called Ra-ra, because  

she had been very noisy when she was small, till Dad had exclaimed one day,  



’but oh God! This child does make noise just like those ra-ra you see people swinging at  

them football matches!” and the name had stuck) and they would be carrying big pots  

 of soup. It was always soup, on those Saturdays.  

 

And though the women would ‘have made  their own Saturday soup, before coming out of the house, 

they would still be eager to have the soup made by Granny B, to’ taste her hand’, because Granny B was 

well known for  the food she did for parties, weddings and things.  

Split-pea soup, with long, chewy dumplings. Beef and red pea soup, with a little bit of  

hot pepper to spice it. Gunga pea soup, with well stewed bones, and almost invisible  

slices of christophene. Fish broth, with sliced up vegetables …..  

 

Laughing, they would drink off the soup. Chew up the bones. Somehow, there  

was always enough. No matter how many people came. That was all part of the magic.  

 

That’s why, when at Sunday school, I first heard the story of Jesus and the five  

loaves and the two fishes feeding all the five thousand, I wasn’t surprised. It seemed  

perfectly normal to me, because it was just like what Granny B did, every Saturday.  

 

By the end of the day, after the hair had been done, the talk had been talked, and  

the soup had been swallowed, the women would start to leave. One by one, in groups,  

sometimes grumbling husbands would come in tiny, secondhand cars, to take them back  

to the crowded terraced houses, in the bleak streets.  

 

Some, flinging scarves over   their heads, and praying that no rain would fall before they reached their 

destination, would go straight from our house to work. Others would head for a final foray to  

the markets, to jostle and struggle.  

Years later, when I was grown, and would no more have dreamed of pressing my hair than  

I would have dreamed of bleaching, I still cherished the memory of the warmth, the  

magic, the comfortable closeness of those Saturdays, when my mother pressed hair. 



 


